
COMBAT ENGINEER RESUME
Summary:

A highly motivated and enthusiastic individual with proven experience; highly articulate and an effective communicator;
works well with individuals of all levels; recognized as a resource person, problem solver and team player; expert in
developing plans for expansion, utilization of intelligence and military facilities; efficient in identifying new opportunities;
develops offensive and defensive battle plans; possess excellent interpersonal skills and cross-functional team
interactions to collaborate with various teams

Professional Experience:

Senior Combat Engineer January 2007 – present
Army National Guard, New York, NY

Responsibilities:
Functioned as a supervisor whose task is to handle training measures and programs for mobility, survivability and
general engineering task.
Handled combat trainings.
Operated and monitored light and heavy engineered combat vehicles.
Constructed planning and positioning of mines and heavy explosives for entrapment of rival army.
Handled demolition deployments and engagement tactics.

Junior Combat Engineer May 2004– January 2007
Army National Guard, New York, NY

Responsibilities:
Handled scouting for implanted bombs and mines.
Disarmed enemy bomb and explosives.
Deployed mine detectors.
Neutralized booby traps and other enemy firing machines and contrabands.
Armed bombs for enemy attack.
Engineered explosives and performed implanted discreet strategic land mines.
Directed and assisted in the operation of engineer wheeled or tracked vehicles.

Combat Engineer- Associate February 1999 – May 2004
Army National Guard, New York, NY

Responsibilities:
Functioned as a supervisor whose task is to handle training measures and programs for mobility, survivability and
general engineering task.
Handled combat trainings.
Operated and monitored light and heavy engineered combat vehicles.
Constructed planning and positioning of mines and heavy explosives for entrapment of rival army.
Handled demolition deployments and engagement tactics.

Junior Combat Engineer May 2004– January 2007
Army National Guard, New York, NY

Education:

Master of Science in Engineering, Stanford University, CA, 1999
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering, Stanford University, CA, 1997

Skills:
Driven and Determined
Good communication skills, both written and verbal
A creative approach to new campaigns
Strong organizational skills
A high standard of computer literacy

Awards and Honors:



Dean’s Lister, Stanford University, 1997
Certificate of Attendance New York Military Academy, 1999
Certificate, The Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps, 2000

SAMPLE#2

Objective:
To be able to work as a Combat Engineer where my specialization in strategic management, explosives, heavy bunkers
and other combat related devices will be fully utilized for organizational improvement. My skills in RICE and ORACLE
are also contributory in meeting the company’s goals.

Education:
PhD in Combat Engineering, 2004
Ohio State University, Columbus
MS Combat Engineering, 1997
Ohio State University, Columbus
BS Civil Engineering, 1993
Ohio State University, Columbus

Skills:
ERP experience
Oracle 11i and/or Oracle 12
Excellent knowledge in Reports, Interfaces, Conversions, and Extension (RICE) object
Excellent in roads and bridges construction
Experience with heavy bunkers and explosives
Strong presentation, editorial, verbal and written communication skills
Knowledgeable in LOCA and containment evaluations

Professional Experience:
Combat Support Systems Engineer, 2005-present
NSA Group, IL, Atlanta, IL

Responsibilities:
Provided construction and engineering support to XXX Army National Guard Soldier.
Designed and constructed roadways and perimeters under time constraints.
Located and neutralized traps to ensure mobility of combat teams.

Senior Nuclear Engineer, 2000-2005
Haber Inc., Atlanta, IL

Responsibilities:
Participated in the installation of priming and firing systems fro explosives.
Supervised the construction of combat bunkers and other heavy equipments used in lifting devices.
Utilized RICE in the integration of legacy systems into a single technology solution

Combat Engineer, 1997-2000
Habermaass GmbH, Atlanta, IL

Responsibilities:
Provided construction and engineering support to XXX Army National Guard Soldier.
Designed and constructed roadways and perimeters under time constraints.
Located and neutralized traps to ensure mobility of combat teams.

Senior Nuclear Engineer, 2000-2005
Haber Inc., Atlanta, IL

Certifications and Affiliations:
National Institute of Combat Engineers
Association of Combat Engineers
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